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SHOPPING_APP - Final Feedback Survey Sample

Final Feedback Survey - Results & Data

1.

Multiple Choice

If you have used other shopping list apps in the past - how does SHOPPING_APP
compare to those apps?
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2.

Long Text Response

List 3-5 things that you liked about the app.

Jake 3/1/2017

1)I liked my list is displayed central with the name and then quantities right by them.

2)The "deals" pops up as the app scans for similar items at close by markets.

3)Simple process of making list then adding to cart, then purchasing items.

Graves 2/28/2017

1. Easy to understand and navigate

2. Clear and concise platform, doesn't try to do too much

3. Creates consistency and easy to share lists

4. Scan feature is convenient and works well

5. Recognized universal items, such as milk, ice cream, etc.

6. Stored recently/frequently listed items correctly for quick retrieval

navyaiska 2/28/2017

shared list (any person in the family can make changes), checkout process(way easier when
used in self checkout), deals about items we want to buy, having loyalty cards at one place.

Carkansas 2/28/2017

I liked that it provided prices from surrounding stores, a scanner, and I really liked the
simplicity and ease of it all.

powitzkys 2/27/2017

I liked that the app showed you what items had deals going on. I also liked how easy it was
to add or delete an item as well as share my shopping list.

StephSay 2/27/2017

I like that it adds items relatively quickly.

The scanner feature is okay.

I like that you can add a price for each item, and it totals it up as you go.

I like that it matches your items with local deals.
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David S. 2/27/2017

List feature, offers based on my list, scannability

skhollie 2/27/2017

I liked how it would show deals on items has you was creating your list. I liked how the deals
part actually showed pictures of the item that was on sale. I like the fact that you are able to
add loyalty cards to the app. Now maybe I can have some loyalty cards because I can keep
up with them on the app.

Sandy15 2/27/2017

I could separate items by store and change them from on store to another, that was nice. I
also liked that there was an option with deals. The layout was nice and was easy to nagivate,
once I got the emails about features after shopping.

Adrian A 2/26/2017

- Makes it easy to create shopping lists and add items to them.

- It is easy to share these lists with a spouse, or any other person.

- Easy to navigate overall and find the various elements it contains: how to create a shopping
list, how to add loyalty program cards, how to access deals and find the best price.

- Easy to Check in and start using the app for shopping.

- The app makes the checkout process easy and quick.

raevirtue 2/26/2017

The quick add feature was good

The deal$ feature was a good add so I can find things on sale easily

The scan to cart button is easy to locate

Galaplease 2/26/2017

I like the idea of being able to add all these different items and a rewards card. I'm not sure
why I would check in to a store but it's also a pretty cool option.

Andrea 2/26/2017

First i'd just like to say the app has a nice bubbly feel to it. Welcoming colors(to some
degree), setup and layout.

Some other things I like are:

The barcode list at checkout is a nice touch.

The scan to cart feature is a given and I like this idea a lot.

The tutorial also had a nice precise flare to it and was clear about how to use the app and
how to get the most use out of it.

Realtime lists is/are a great idea too. Just wish I could have gotten the link to send.
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Justin 2/26/2017

- Fairly simple to use and understand

- Nice clean interface

- Easy to navigate

- Good concept overall, can see it's usefulness

bignoch 2/26/2017

I liked how it gives you deals based on simple names (i.e. bread, eggs). I liked how easy it
was to add items. I liked how simple it was to mark off items.

George 2/26/2017

I think the most useful feature is the Deals section.

Being able to reproduce bar codes for items already in my cart if useful when I want to bag
my groceries as I shop. Will certainly make checkout faster in the future.

I also think it is helpful to be able to keep my store cards on the app. That way, I don't have
to have them with me all the time. Unfortunately, though, I couldn't add my cards during this
beta.

RubyD23 2/25/2017

I liked that you can have all your shopping needs in one App. I liked how multiple people can
see and be active with the list at the same time. I liked how the items scanned in and taken
off the list.

RiyaB 2/25/2017

1. The ability to add the Loyalty cards in the app.

2. I liked the possibility to share the list with others

3. The other thing I liked is to add items by scanning the bar codes to the cart, but it also has
a drawback when there are items that do not have any barcode on it.

4. Easy log in options with facebook, twitter or google.

Katie 2/24/2017

I liked the color scheme, the way the menu looked when you clicked the little bar in the top
right corner, and the ability to share a list. I also liked how you put in what you needed and it
let you know right in the list if it was on sale somewhere.

Pam83 2/24/2017

It was easy to add new items to the list. The deals feature is pretty cool. Also the share
feature is cool.
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FavoredMomma 2/23/2017

I enjoyed being able to scan the items which would have been more productive if the price
would have been pulled in as well. Being able to share the list would have been great so that
my husband and I can add/compare before shopping, but is add-on never showed up on my
list even after a 20 min wait, refreshing in-app, and restarting the app.

I also appreciate the ability to add your shop cards to help unclutter my keychain.

Philip 2/23/2017

The interface is quite clean and easy to use. Once you open the app it is pretty easy to get
started and see your list and it loads quickly. The fact that it can recognize deals when you
type in something vague like chips and show you deals on chips without having to search is
very convenient. Also the ability to scan to cart and keep a running total of everything you
add to your cart is nice but doesn't work for fresh produce. I also like being able to load your
loyalty cards so you don't have to worry about forgetting it. I know there are other apps that
exist to do that but it is nice to put all your grocery store ones in a shopping app so you don't
have to worry about anything.

ceo053 2/23/2017

Some things I like were was the simplicity in the list making, marking what you had already
gotten as you go, and sharing your list with your friend or friends.

Ashley C 2/23/2017

Easy to make a list.

Add a photo so others can know the exact item to buy.

Comparing deals between stores.

Sharing list with others option.

maureenkk 2/23/2017

I liked that you can compare deals.

I liked the simplicity of the app.

I liked the overall look of the app.

Luv1240 2/23/2017

I liked that I can create my own shopping list and scan as I go. I also like that the app shows
me deals on the items on my list.

racm311 2/22/2017

the design, ease of check in, and deals
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Danny 2/22/2017

Ability to share items quickly. Ability (once fixed) to scan barcodes and thus leave items in
cart. Ability to save loyalty cards.

AbigailAbiga 2/22/2017

It's beautiful. I love the design. Very modern and sleek.

I LOVED the loyalty card option: it worked so well! I used it at the CVS coupon scanner, and it
was perfect!

Marking things off from the list, once I figured out to swipe, was easy.
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3.

Long Text Response

List 3-5 things that you would change about the app.

Jake 3/1/2017

1)Color code items based on their category

2) Once I check into a market, it displays on the main shopping list screen.

3) Add the specific type of a product I want. Yogurt...Yoplait Yogurt.

agraves 2/28/2017

1. When adding specific items to list, i.e. Chobani Yogurt, it would be nice if that brand
popped up with options for what to add to the list (flavors, sizes, etc).

2. Would be nice if app worked with coupon apps like Ibotta and Checkout 51

3. App is slightly tedious to use while shopping

4. Aside from list keeping, not sure what I would use this app for. If the app made a single
barcode to scan, leading to faster checkout, that would be convenient. Giant Eagle has a
system like that where you have a scanner that you take around and scan your items as they
go in the cart. When you go to checkout you just enter your loyalty number and scan a
closing barcode and it brings up all the items you scanned for faster checkout. This app
doesn't seem to lead to that. The cashier still has to scan each individual barcode from your
phone, so why not just let him scan the actual items? Also does it take fruit/veggies into
account? Giant Eagle system allows you to weigh items and print barcode sticker that can
then be scanned.

5. No prices showed up in my cart, not sure what was supposed to trigger a price (scanning
the barcode?)

6. Couldn't scan loyalty card in, app didn't recognize it

7. Checking in only put me in the neighborhood I was in, didn't mention Safeway or any other
name brand grocery store in the list of check-ins nearby. If it had let me check in to Safeway
wouldn't it bring up the sales going on in Safeway?

navyaiska 2/28/2017

1. the share icon..it looks more like upload button.

2. I was UNABLE to delete item from the cart.

3. the sign up process should also have the option for user to create account separately
instead of logging through facebook, google+ etc.

4. the sliding process for items (to add/ scan/delete).i dont think the beginners will be
comfortable or will be totally ignorant about it.

5. i need to tap twice the '+' sign to ADD new item to the list.

6. deals page to load immediately when deal$ is tapped beside the item
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Carkansas 2/28/2017

Add more detail information about the products.

Allow digital reward loyalty cards.

powitzkys 2/27/2017

The scanning option needs to be corrected. Nothing scanned properly and it was more of a
nuisance than not. I think the subtotal dollar amount needs to be fixed. Because nothing
would upload afterI scanned the items, I really couldn't rely on the app to keep track of my
costs. I think it would be a great option for any items that have a deal/promotion going are
able to be viewed by store. That is, if seven items are on sale at Target, I should be able to
see that on one screen rather than having to click on each item individually. That would not
only save time but it would help me plan on which store to go to because I would get the
best deals.

StephSay 2/27/2017

I don't like that you can't just cross items off the list.

I don't like that you can't add in your state's tax rate, or any other addition so you know your
actual total.

I don't like the openly editable format of the list it has at all times.

When you go to add items, it looks like you're searching for it, and it's confusing.

I wish that it showed the store's logo under the deals section, and that it defaulted to looking
in a specific store for all the items available as deals there.

David S. 2/27/2017

Improve the tour of the app on first startup, improve the list feature to allow easy transition to
the next line. (see my previous comment about keyboard closing after adding each item)

skhollie 2/27/2017

From my first shopping experience using the app I would not change anything. Everything
seemed very simple and easy to use.

Sandy15 2/27/2017

A brief in app tutorial/tour that points out features upon signing in the first time would be
extremely helpful.

Aldi, JayC, and Walmart weren't listed as places to check in, that was disappointing as those
are the only grocery stores available in our area to shop.

I didn't see a way to be able to save frequent stores or lists.
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Adrian A 2/26/2017

- The "plus" button at the bottom. It always jumps up when I press and finish adding an item. I
would like to be able to continue adding items to my list at the very bottom, and not have to
scroll down through the list to see what items are already there.

- I would put the menu button on the upper left hand corner. Most apps have it placed there. I
therefore feel it is more intuitive.

- I would like the app to have more items in its database. I know this database will expand
over time. It is just a thought.

raevirtue 2/26/2017

Some of the features are hard to figure out and find. Also, add more stores to the list, so that
checking into stores is easier. The trash can in the upper left corner should be to delete the
entire list, not just one item. It's confusing. The nutrition button never has any info for me no
matter how precise my item list is, that should be taken out until it's fixed.

Galaplease 2/26/2017

I would like to see an estimate. Like when making a list at home before going to the store.
Instead of having to scan each item..

Andrea 2/26/2017

A few things really.

- I would allow the user to change between a night mode and day mode or allow them to
theme the app with colors of their liking. The current colors are very warm, welcoming, and
joyful but every once in a while its nice to "turn the lights down low".

- While the app is layed out very well it does feel a little congested with buttons. Perhaps add
a "lite mode"?

- Definitely add vibrate and sound confirmation after barcodes are added (optional of course)

A few other apps i can think of do this. Some to a greater extent than others.

Ultimately this may help the user experience.

Justin 2/26/2017

Most of this is covered within the questions asked below (technological issues and features).

bignoch 2/26/2017

I would do a better job explaining the difference between the list and the cart. I would make
it easier to move items to the cart manually. I would allow users to use the scan feature for
both lists and carts.
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George 2/26/2017

I would make checking in to a store easier. Since I feel like this is the main feature of the app,
the button for checking in should be prominently featured, as opposed to tucked away in a
menu.

Also, I think there must be some issue with the way the camera and the app work together. I
couldn't get my store cards scanned since the app would not open my camera to take a
picture. I tried to add a picture from my gallery, but the app would not open my gallery either.
In the same way, I couldn't scan any items to my cart without the app crashing.

Finally, being able to set a "home store" or a "preferred store" would be a big help.

RubyD23 2/25/2017

All the bugs need to be fixed. It very discouraging when you have all your stuff ready for
shopping and it doesn't let me use it after multiple trys. The deals never appeared. Wish that
I would've been able to use the application for what it was supposed to be.

RiyaB 2/25/2017

1. A coupons sections to search for manufacturers coupon.

2. A refresh button to check for updates on the list by the other person with whom I shared
my list.

Katie 2/24/2017

Placement of certain entry fields, the organization of the deals section, and maybe try to
update the whole look of it.

Pam83 2/24/2017

It would be better if there were a way to put in fresh fruit. The deals list should list all the
items that have deals at once. It's also time consuming to scan each item.

FavoredMomma 2/23/2017

I would definitely add a store locator to the deals section!! The sharing/add on option needs
to be teaked. Also when setting up my husband's app I was not allowed to skip log-in so that
I could use his yahoo email address and the app is currently unavailable in the Amazon app
store for use on our Fire tablets. Check-in could also use a major update. Instead of only
showing shopping centers it should pull up the actual store and only include stores in the
immediate radias.
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Philip 2/23/2017

I would make the swipe interface to scan or remove more obvious. It took me a while to
realize that if you swipe the item on the grocery list you have the options to Scan and Add to
Cart and or Delete or Got it. I think a lot of users might not know about this functionality. I
would maybe change the quick add field to the top rather than the bottom, so you can keep
adding from the top without having to scroll down (that could just be personal preference).
The only other downside is the file size to install the app is quite large (I know that might be a
necessity) but if some people don't have a lot of space on their phone that could be a
problem. Also when you see the Deal$ text next to the item if you tap it, it doesn't take you
to the deals section of the item, just the details page. Also I logged into a different phone
using the same account (google+) and not all of my items were synced.

ceo053 2/23/2017

A few things that I'd change if any would be when sharing your list with someone not making
them have to download the app to view and giving them other options and other than that
maybe some type of rewards thing with using this app.

Ashley C 2/23/2017

Add a button for the loyalty card scanner to scan cards

Add a button to the barcode scanner for scanning code.

When making lists be able to connect costs for items from specific stores.

Add a manual barcode number type in option

Option to add reward cards.

maureenkk 2/23/2017

It crushed a few times so that needs to be fixed.

It couldn't locate my area on one of my phones. Thanks fully I had a another phone.

The length of time to scan some items was too long.

Luv1240 2/23/2017

There are to many ways to scan making it confusing at times. Also it would be nice if the
scanner could use the phone's flash to make scanning easier. And I would be nice if the
tutorial told me to swipe left to delete an item. I had to figure that out on my own with a bit of
frustration

racm311 2/22/2017

how to mark items off, how to add items, and how to show cashier deals
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Danny 2/22/2017

Clean up interface. I feel there can be less clutter. Also should prioritize loading a default list
that I use each time, as the items I buy are typically not new, but just restocking what is out.
Maybe have a tutorial that I do at home on a large screen, then send the list to the app.

AbigailAbiga 2/22/2017

A few of the buttons, as previously mentioned, did not seem to do what they were supposed
to. The Scan to Cart in the details of each specific item, even though it said it had marked the
items off, did not. Same with the "check mark" on the details of each item page.

When I did scan my items, it did not come up with a price at all. Maybe I had to be checked
in? But I couldn't check in. I was at Save-a-lot, which was on the deals list, but it didn't work.
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4.

Long Text Response

Did you experience any crashes or technological issues while using SHOPPING_APP?

Jake 3/1/2017

after I scanned an items UPC it kept "thinking" or looking for the item but never actually
moved on to the next screen. I just re-booted the app and it worked.

agraves 2/28/2017

Some barcode scanning lagged. Also, it wouldn't recognize or scan my loyalty card.

navyaiska 2/28/2017

no.

Carkansas 2/28/2017

No

powitzkys 2/27/2017

I believe it was a technology issue that the items would not scan in properly. My screen
would appear to scan yet nothing changed. I think it was also a technology issue that the
store I was standing in wouldn't appear on my "check in" list.

StephSay 2/27/2017

No.

David S. 2/27/2017

No crashes, but check in took a few minutes of walking in the store to recognize.

skhollie 2/27/2017

No, everything worked smoothly.

Sandy15 2/27/2017

No.
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Adrian A 2/26/2017

I experienced a few bugs whereas the barcode was not scanned on the first try. Some items
required me to scan multiple times just to get them added to the app. I am not sure why that
happened, or what caused the issue. I always ended up being able to scan the barcode. I
think some customers might lose patience with the app if this bug persists. This was the only
issue I experienced during the course of this test.

raevirtue 2/26/2017

My app would not scan in the items correctly so I missed out on adding items to my cart. The
app crashed is my screen turned off and I had to keep restarting it. My loyalty card would not
scan until the 5th try. I could not check into the store - Giant Eagle - due to tech issues. It
kept crashing.

Galaplease 2/26/2017

I did not.

Andrea 2/26/2017

No crashes. The only issue i had was adding my loyalty cards. The app is surprisingly smooth
and a pleasure to use. I greatly enjoyed it and we would like to keep using it. I really hope it
sticks around. What we see a lot of lately is apps come in as quick as they close up shop and
leave us users scrambling.
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Justin 2/26/2017

- It seems to me if you add an item to your list by mistake, you should easily be able to
highlight it and delete it. As far as I can see, the only way to do so is to add it to your cart,
cross it off, and then delete it using the trash can icon (along with any other crossed of
items).

- When editing items in your list (for example), I found myself changing parameters, forgetting
to hit the check box to save changes, hitting back instead, and having all my changes not
save. Perhaps it should auto save changes, or at least prompt you before discarding them
(when hitting back?).

- Difficulty adding a loyalty card. Was confused by the green camera+barcode icon, I thought
I had to take a picture of the barcode to proceed. Each time I did, I would get the error
"Please scan loyalty card barcode". It took me a few minutes to realize I needed to tap the
"Scan to Cart" icon to scan the barcode, and the big green camera+barcode icon to just take
a picture of the card itself. It was also odd that after scanning a barcode, it appears under
description (not a separate card # box), and after adding a picture of the card itself, the big
green camera+barcode icon disappears, but the picture you just took of the card is not
displayed until you save and return to the previous menu.

- After successfully adding a new card, you're taken back to the "Loyalty Cards" screen, but
at the top it displays the same big green camera+barcode icon with the title, description, etc,
all just saying "SwiftShopper". At the bottom of the screen the picture I just took of the card
appears (tapping it does nothing). Upon hitting back and clicking yes to the "Save Card"
prompt, and then returning to the "Loyalty Cards" screen, the big green camera+barcode
icon is gone, and the card I just added then displays in its place (what I imagine should
happen immediately after adding the card original, no?).

- If you open the "Scan to Cart", it turns on the camera, but once you hide it, the camera stays
running in the background and totally kills your battery. Couldn't find an obvious way to turn
it off other then shut down+restart the app

- Upon sending a shared list to someone, when the recipient tried opening the link, it just
displays a blank browser page. I tried it on my phone and it did the same thing. I also went
onto my desktop to give it a try, and it just redirected to the homepage of SHOPPING_APP.
No mention of a shared list or anything. In general I think it would be great if they could at
least view the list in a browser without being forced to download the app.

bignoch 2/26/2017

No

George 2/26/2017

Yes. Every time I tried to scan items to my cart, the app would crash. I submitted app
feedback with a crash log.

RubyD23 2/25/2017

Many issues. Wouldn't let me check in. Wouldn't let me get the deals. Couldn't use my store
card. Altogether all I was able to do was make my list and then scan my items. I tried in two
separate stores, and I received the same tech. issues as I had before.
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RiyaB 2/25/2017

No, there were no crashes with the app. Also, the other person who downloaded the app did
not face any crashes. We both use Android 6.0.1

But when te other person added a product on the list it did not update on my side. I had to
go the previous list option to find the added product.Some of the products showed 2 times
while I had added them only once to the list (This was in the previous list section/tab). Just
for clarification, I had made only 1 list before.

Katie 2/24/2017

No I did not. It worked just fine.

Pam83 2/24/2017

No. Everything went according to plan.

FavoredMomma 2/23/2017

Yes. Two whole app freezes as well as three scanner issues. And it was slightly difficult to
find the delete feature.

Philip 2/23/2017

I did experience an issue while trying to add a loyalty card, when it gives you the option to
take a picture of the card or chose from the gallery, the app would not work if I selected use
camera. It only worked if I took a picture and then added it through the gallery. I tested the
app on a OnePlus 3T so I don't know if it is just an issue on my phone. The app never
crashed and ran smoothly, only a slight delay when scanning items to cart.

ceo053 2/23/2017

No, everything operated very smoothly while using the application.

Ashley C 2/23/2017

I could not scan several barcodes while shopping.

maureenkk 2/23/2017

Yes it crushed. I had to install it on a different phone. It also couldn't locate my area when I
tried to check in.
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Luv1240 2/23/2017

The only issue I encountered was when I was scanning one item. The scanner scanned the
bar code and toke forever to load and didn't add the item to the list. I only experienced this
once. UPDATE: after using the app again I found that the issue with the scanner is happening
frequently now to the point I don't even want to use it anymore.

racm311 2/22/2017

yes, half the screen turned gray when using scan option for itenz

Danny 2/22/2017

Yes, the barcode scanner did not function properly and messed up the screen.

AbigailAbiga 2/22/2017

Yes, some of the buttons did not work. The scan to cart buttons on each item, and the
"check" mark button on each item.
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5.

Long Text Response

What features would you like to see added to the app?

Jake 3/1/2017

1)Small picture of generic food in line with my shopping list. Small banana picture when I
have Bananas on my list.

2)Option to categorize my shopping list in sections: Produce, baking supplies, meat, frozen
meals. etc...

3)A "Save for later" list where I can audible items on my list for my next shopping trip.

agraves 2/28/2017

Interface with coupon apps, create more personalized experience, show average price when
item is added to list, change to actual price when it is scanned.

navyaiska 2/28/2017

1. a checkbox button and a trash bin button beside the item.

2. adding item directly to the list when '+'button is tapped.

3. able to delete items from cart.

4. different icon for sharing.

Carkansas 2/28/2017

I like all the features like they are.

powitzkys 2/27/2017

Again, I would like the option of seeing all items on sale by location. This would allow people
to plan their shopping strategy better.

StephSay 2/27/2017

Being able to add a tax rate, and have it auto-add that to each item's total as you go.

David S. 2/27/2017

Improvements on the offers in that it should show expiration date, and also any comparable
items to those on my list that are on sale or have offers.
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skhollie 2/27/2017

I can not think of anything that needs to be added to the app. It seems to have everything
already.

Sandy15 2/27/2017

Ability to save frequent lists or stores

Ability to add friends or send the app to friends

ability to add store locations for checking in

Adrian A 2/26/2017

Have the expiration date for the deals. This will provide me with the comfort of knowing the
deal is available for when I go to the store. It will also allow me to plan my shopping itinerary
(I might not go today, but will head to a specific store the following day and buy multiple
items).

raevirtue 2/26/2017

Add the ability to just cross out an item once you tap it would help instead of taking you
directly to edit mode. Add pics! People love seeing a pic, even generic, of the item they're
buying.

Galaplease 2/26/2017

Explained in question number 3
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Andrea 2/26/2017

Many things I would love to see.

- Maybe add evernote integration? This would help lessen the pain a tiny bit of coming over
from other apps so I can use SHOPPING_APP exclusively.

- Other consumer product information for items like a food pyramid fill up <as well as>
healthier alternative information after things are scanned to cart.

-- Recall alerts (goes with above)

- Direct IFTTT integration could be an idea. This might be nice to help integrate my list with
the Jawbone UP app or other health apps.

- Hours of operation for stores nearby <as well as> notifications when i'm near a store that
has something of priority on my list.

A personal request: (mentioned before)

- Allergen information for items found in deals. I have a severe nut allergy as does my
youngest boy. This would be a helpful time saver. Note: should not be used as a staple but a
guide

(also mentioned before)

- Barcodes all on a single page.

Ideally the app is going in the right direction and right now I would focus on adding a lite
mode and fixing bugs like the loyalty card issue. SHOPPING_APP has been a pleasure to
use!

Justin 2/26/2017

- Allow email based registration. I strongly dislike being forced to use social media to register
for websites. I realize this reduces hassles/eases security related issues, but I feel email
logins should still be an option. Many people don't have social media, or simply (like myself)
are not comfortable nor happy linking social media accounts in this manner

- Easy way to "import" lists from other apps/text. For example, in past I just typed everything
line by line into a notepad type app to create my shopping lists. It would be great to just
copy+paste that list, rather than have to copy each line individually and manually add them
in. For me, this alone makes switching from my simple "notepad" style list to an app like this
more tedious than it seems to be worth.

- Ability to delete your account (Don't worry, I'm not saying I'm going to, but it is nice having
the ability to do this if desired...)

bignoch 2/26/2017

I would like accurate pricing added if you are going to list it. I would like to be able to save
template lists. I would like to get suggestions on different meal ideas each week.

George 2/26/2017

Again, it would be helpful to set a preferred store to see what deals are available at my store.
Also, a search feature within the check in process would be helpful to locate my store if it
isn't listed.
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RubyD23 2/25/2017

I would just have liked to have seen how it was supposed to work. With what I was able to
do, I did like. For the question below, I gave it a 5 until it gets fixed. Once that is done, I have
no problem giving it a 9. So please fix you have something good here.

RiyaB 2/25/2017

I do not know why, but the app never captured the prices when I scanned items to add them
to my cart in the shop. I would also like it to have a section where I can search for coupons.

Katie 2/24/2017

I'm really not sure. Mostly, I was just confused why taking the time and phone battery to use
this app was more worth it than just good ole pen and paper. I understand there's supposed
to be some functionality about tallying up prices somehow even though I didn't seem to
understand that, so I might focus on bringing that to the forefront because I think that IS
beneficial for keeping track as your shopping, especially for people or families with a budget
to stick to. I think nailing that should be priority, and making it easier to use - not that I have
any clue how it would be possible to do without scanning, but I was NOT a fan of that feature
and having to sit there and take extra time to scan something when I'm just trying to get in
and out. It was tedious. But I would've liked to know my total prior to getting to the register,
so...do with that feedback what you will.

Pam83 2/24/2017

A fresh fruit and vegetables section.

FavoredMomma 2/23/2017

LOCATOR!!!

Philip 2/23/2017

I think it would be nice to maybe have a section to see local deals without adding the item to
the list. For example show local stores and the deals on those items and then you can tap
that item and add it to cart, so I can give people ideas for what they need to buy before they
leave. Also maybe a option to check into a specific store and then if you scan an item to cart
and there is a cheaper deal for that item in your cart be notified.

ceo053 2/23/2017

I'd like some type of rewards program or something that comes with the app which could be
providing more deals for people when grocery shopping.
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Ashley C 2/23/2017

Add a button for the loyalty card scanner to scan cards

Add a button to the barcode scanner for scanning code.

When making lists be able to connect costs for items from specific stores.

Add a manual barcode number type in option

Option to add reward cards.

maureenkk 2/23/2017

I would like actual prices shown instead of the word deals. Maybe like the cheapest price
found for the item.

Luv1240 2/23/2017

To provide accurate prices for items that are scanned. It would be nice to know how much
I'm spending before I go to the store. UPDATE: I would like to see the scanner issue fixed

racm311 2/22/2017

I'd like the deals section to receive some improvement and for adding items to be a bit
smoother.

Danny 2/22/2017

Ability to calculate best store for my list, based on deals. Also I like organic only, so that
would need to be a factor in deal selection.

AbigailAbiga 2/22/2017

the ability to filter deals by store and/or category

the ability to check off multiple items at once (if you scan an item that you've marked down to
get multiples, it can pop up with a "did you add __[number you said you were going to
buy]__ to your cart? with a yes/no option. If yes, it would automatically add that number. If no,
would just take off 1.
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6.

Multiple Choice

How likely is it you would recommend us to a friend?

1 = Not likely at all, 10 = Extremely likeley

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

1 (3%)1 (3%)1 (3%)

2 (7%)2 (7%)2 (7%)

1 (3%)1 (3%)1 (3%) 1 (3%)1 (3%)1 (3%)

10 (34%)10 (34%)10 (34%)

2 (7%)2 (7%)2 (7%) 2 (7%)2 (7%)2 (7%) 2 (7%)2 (7%)2 (7%)

6 (21%)6 (21%)6 (21%)

2 (7%)2 (7%)2 (7%)
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